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Modeling RPS and Evaluating
Video Repair With VQM
Yubing Wang, Mark Claypool, and Robert Kinicki
Abstract—Reference Picture Selection (RPS) is a promising re-
pair technique inlossynetworksfor delay-sensitivevideo,whereby
thevideoencoderusesoneofseveralpreviousframesasareference
frame for predictive encoding. RPS can operate in two different
modes: an optimistic policy that uses negative acknowledgements
(NACKs) and a more conservative policy that relies upon posi-
tive acknowledgements (ACKs). This paper compares RPS NACK
and RPS ACK under various network conditions and video con-
tents using two analytical models. The two models characterize
RPS NACK and RPS ACK by incorporating the impact of refer-
encedistanceonvideoquality,predictiondependencyamongvideo
frames and Group of Pictures (GOP) length. Given packet-loss
rate, round-trip time and capacity constraints, the models predict
average video quality for videos with RPS ACK and RPS NACK
using the Video Quality Metric (VQM). Using these two models,
a series of experiments are conducted to investigate RPS perfor-
mance under various conditions. The insights derived from our
modelscanhelpdetermineappropriatechoicesforRPSNACKand
RPS ACK under various network conditions and video contents.
Index Terms—H.264, PSNR, reference distance, repair, RPS,
VQM.
I. INTRODUCTION
D
ESPITE many recent improvements to computer net-
works, streaming video quality still cannot avoid being
degraded by lost data packets. A single missing video packet
can propagate errors to many subsequent video frames due
to inter-frame encoding dependencies. A promising repair
technique for delay-sensitive video is Reference Picture Selec-
tion (RPS) [1]–[3]. In RPS, the video encoder chooses one of
several previous frames as a reference frame for encoding to
reduce the impact of loss. The reference frame can, by default,
be the previous frame (called RPS NACK), or the reference
frame can be several frames older if the encoder waits for
receiver conﬁrmation of successful frame reception (called
RPS ACK). The performance behavior of RPS ACK and RPS
NACK depends upon network latency, loss rates between the
video server and client and the impact of reference distance on
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the encoded video quality [4]. In particular, videos that do not
signiﬁcantly degrade with reference distance have the potential
to beneﬁt from RPS ACK while videos that degrade quickly
with increased reference distance may prefer RPS NACK or
some other repair technique.
Although numerous studies have detailed the beneﬁts of var-
ious repair schemes to video quality [3]–[8], to the best of our
knowledge, the only systematic exploration of the impact of
video and network conditions on the performance of RPS ACK
and RPS NACK has been done in our earlier work [9]. Our ear-
lierworkassessesRPSACKandRPSNACK withdifferentnet-
work losses and latencies, but relies solely on peak signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR) as the video quality metric. However this
paper did not have space to present the analytic model used
and provided no model validation. These shortcomings are ad-
dressed in this paper. Although widely used in the literature,
PSNR has been shown to be inaccurate in predicting visual
quality. This is particularly true when the video stream encoun-
ters high packet loss. However, the major focus of RPS video
repair is responding to high packet loss rates.
This paper derives two analytic models to predict the quality
of videos streamed with RPS NACK and RPS ACK. Rather
than rely on PSNR, these models use the Video Quality Metric
(VQM) [10], developed by the Institute for Telecommunication
Sciences (ITS), to evaluate video quality. VQM provides an
objective value for perceived video quality by measuring spe-
ciﬁc perceptual features of video impairment including artifacts
caused by encoding methods and video quality degradation in-
duced by network packet loss. By employing these two analytic
models, this paper provides detailed analysis of RPS perfor-
manceoverarangeofnetworklossandlatencyconditionsusing
a variety of videos chosen to represent a diverse range in video
scene complexity and motion characteristics. The basis for our
video encoding model is H.264 [11], [12], an increasingly pop-
ularcompressionstandardthatsupportsRPS.Themodelsincor-
porateabandwidthconstraintandarangeofreferencedistances.
Analysis in this paper shows that RPS performance is affected
by a variety of factors including round-trip time, loss rate, video
content and the Group of Pictures (GOP) length. The insights
derived from the analytical models provide helpful guidelines
for selectingthemosteffectiveRPSrepair techniqueto improve
video quality.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II gives
background information and related work on technologies used
in this paper; Section III details the analytical models for RPS;
Section IV presents the experimental analysis; and Section V
summarizes our conclusions and presents possible future work.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of encoding using RPS with NACK Mode. Frame 4 has a
transmission error.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Reference Picture Selection (RPS)
Reference Picture Selection (RPS) is a feedback-based error
control technique that uses information sent by the decoder to
adjust the coding parameters at the encoder to achieve better
error resilience [1]–[3]. With RPS, the encoder does not always
pick the previous frame, but instead selects a previously-re-
ceived, correctly-decoded frame as a reference when doing pre-
dictiveencoding.RPShastwomodes.InRPSnegativeacknowl-
edgement(NACK)mode,whenthereisatransmissionerror,the
decoder sends the encoder a NACK message with the number
ofapreviously-received,correctly-decodedframeasareference
for prediction. The encoder, upon receiving the NACK, uses the
indicated correctly received frame as a reference to encode the
current frame. Fig. 1 depicts RPS NACK mode. When frame 4
is determined to have a transmission error, the decoder sends a
NACK to the encoder with an explicit request to use frame 3,
which has been decoded correctly, for prediction. Due to net-
work latency, the NACK arrives back at the encoder only before
frame 7 is encoded. When the NACK arrives, the encoder then
uses frame 3 as the reference to encode frame 7. Note, in the
absence of receiving NACK messages, RPS NACK optimisti-
cally uses the most recently transmitted frame as the reference
for encoding.
In RPS positiveacknowledgement (ACK) mode, all correctly
received frames are acknowledged and the encoder only uses
acknowledged frames for references. In a scenario when there
are no transmission errors, since the RPS ACK encoder uses an
older reference frame than RPS NACK, the coding efﬁciency
of RPS ACK degrades as the network round-trip time increases.
However, RPS ACK mode entirely eliminates error propagation
(frame 5 and 6 in Fig. 1) since the encoder only uses acknowl-
edged frames as references. Fig. 2 depicts the use of RPS ACK
mode. In this example, there are no transmission errors for the
ﬁrst3frames,allowingtheencodertoreceiveanACK forframe
1 while encoding frame 4. Thus, the encoder uses frame 1 as a
prediction reference to encode frame 4. Similarly, the encoder
uses frame 2 as a reference for frame 5, and frame 3 as a refer-
ence for frame 6. However, since no ACK is received for frame
4, frame 7 uses acknowledged frame 3, instead of frame 4, as
the reference frame.
B. Impact of Reference Distance on Video Quality
By using only the successfully decoded frames as references
formotion-compensatedprediction,RPSACKreducestheerror
propagation to subsequent frames due to data loss and achieves
better error resilience. However, since the encoder may have to
Fig. 2. Illustration of encoding using RPS with ACK Mode. Frame 4 has a
transmission error.
Fig. 3. Illustration of a reference chain, where each square represents a video
frame, and each rectangle represents a GOB.
use an older reference frame for prediction, coding efﬁciency
decreasesasthereferencedistanceincreasessincethesimilarity
between the encoding frame and the reference frame dimin-
ishes. For a constrained network capacity, the video quality de-
grades as the coding efﬁciency drops. Our previous study quan-
tiﬁes video quality degradation as reference distance increases
(for decoding only, without modeling repair or network loss)
[4]. The degree of degradation is affected by the video content.
Videos with high motion1 tend to degrade in quality less than
videos with low motion as reference distance increases. This is
largely because high motion videos have a much larger number
of intra-coded macro-blocks (I-blocks) and are thus less sensi-
tive to the change of reference distance than low motion videos.
Although these ﬁndings hold for both PSNR and VQM, the re-
lationship between PSNR and reference distance can be charac-
terized using a logarithmic function, while with VQM the same
relationship can be characterized using a linear function.
III. RPS ANALYTICAL MODEL
Thissectionderivestwoanalyticalmodels(i.e.,onemodelfor
RPSACKandaseparatemodelforRPSNACK),tocharacterize
video quality as measured by VQM. By including a variety of
network characteristics that includes packet loss rate, round-trip
time and bottleneck capacity constraints in the model input pa-
rameters, the models use VQM as the video quality metric to
study RPS ACK and RPS NACK performance.
The models target H.264 videos since this standard incorpo-
ratesbothRPSACKandNACK,butcangenerallyrepresentany
video encoding technique that uses RPS repair. The models as-
sume the independent segment decoding (ISD) mode of H.264
where each Group of Blocks (GOB) is encoded as an individual
sub-video independently from other GOBs in the same frame,
and the reference frame is selected on a per-GOB basis, i.e.,
for all macro-blocks within one GOB the same reference GOB
1In this work, the amount of motion is mainly determined by the fraction of
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TABLE I
MODEL PARAMETERS
is used. Since errors inside a GOB do not propagate to other
GOBs, the video sequence can be partitioned into independent
video sub-sequences. An independent video sub-sequence is re-
ferred to as a reference chain, illustrated in Fig. 3.
Our model assumes that each GOB is carried in a single net-
work packet. This is a reasonable assumption since the number
of GOBs per frame can be adjusted so that each GOB can be
ﬁt into a network packet. Also, reliable transmission of feed-
back messagesareassumedsincefeedback isusually notpartof
the video syntax and is transmitted via a separate network con-
nection where control information is exchanged [3]. The feed-
back connectionmaynotsufferfrom congestionasdoesthefor-
ward link carrying thevideo, or may useretransmission orother
methods to ensure reliable delivery. The models also assume
erroneously-decoded GOBs are repaired by local concealment2
and make no assumption on speciﬁc local concealment tech-
niques.
A. Model Parameters
Table I provides the parameters used for our analytical
models. Given the network capacity constraint and a speciﬁc
video clip, the values for and and are obtained from our
previous work [4]. The values for are obtained using ﬁxed
percentages of the best value of.
B. Analytical Model for RPS ACK
RPS ACK uses acknowledged GOBs as references. Since it
takes at least one round-trip time for the encoder to receive an
2Local concealment refers to repair by the decoder to hide damaged frames
that cannot be repaired by other encoder-assisted means (such as RPS).
ACK for a GOB, the current GOB has to use a GOB which was
capturedatleast 3GOBsbeforeitasareference.Theageofthe
GOBselectedasareferenceGOBgrowslinearlywiththelength
oftheround-triptime.Whentheencoderusesanolderreference
GOB, video quality is inherently lowered. As long as GOB
is successfully received, it can be decoded successfully since
it can use any previously-acknowledged GOB as a reference.
Therefore,theprobabilityofGOB beingsuccessfullydecoded
is
(3.1)
Since the encoder selects the last GOB available without er-
rors at the decoder as a reference, the reference GOB for GOB
could be chosen from GOB 1 up to GOB . The prob-
ability of decoding GOB correctly using GOB as
a reference is:
(3.2)
Where istheprobabilityofGOB beingsuc-
cessfully decoded, is the probability of consecutive GOBs
(preceding the GOB ) having transmission errors and
is the probability of GOB being successfully received.
The use of older reference GOBs for prediction degrades the
effectivenessofcompressionforaGOB.Thustomaintainacon-
stant frame rate and bit rate, the encoder uses a coarser quan-
tizer and the overall video quality may decrease. To account for
video quality degradation when using an older reference GOBs
forprediction, denotestheaverageVQMforaGOB whose
reference GOB is GOBs back in the reference chain.
The expected VQM for the -th GOB is as follows:
(3.3)
where denotes the average VQM for a locally concealed
GOB and the average VQM for an intra-coded GOB. Note
that the ﬁrst GOBs of a GOP have to be encoded in intra mode
since no ACK messages from the decoder will be received prior
to encoding.
Since is a constant , (3.3) can be further sim-
pliﬁed as follows:
(3.4)
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Fig.4. BinaryTreeforthepossibledecodedversionsofaGOBusingRPSwith
NACK mode.
The average VQM over an entire GOP can be computed as
follows:
(3.5)
C. Analytical Model for RPS NACK
ForRPSNACKmode,oneoftheGOBsinthepreviousframe
is used as a reference GOB during the error-free transmission.
Afteratransmissionerror,thedecodersendsaNACKfortheer-
roneous GOB with an explicit request to use older, intact GOBs
as a reference. Therefore, the encoder may use a GOB in the
previous frame or one in older frames as a reference to encode
the current GOB depending upon whetherit receivesa NACK
from the decoder or not. If a NACK is not received from the de-
coder, the encoder uses a GOB in the previous frame as a refer-
ence.TheprobabilityofcorrectlydecodingGOB usingaGOB
in the previous frame as reference is denoted as , where 1
indicates using the preceding GOB in the reference chain as a
reference. If the encoder does receive a NACK, it uses the GOB
requested by the decoder as a reference. As in ACK mode, the
reference GOB for GOB could be chosen from GOB 1 up to
Fig. 5. VQM versus loss with RPS NACK (video clip: Akiyo).
TABLE II
VIDEO CLIPS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS
GOB depending upon which GOB is the last correctly
decoded GOB. denotes the proba-
bility of decoding GOB correctly using GOB as a
reference. Since none of the ﬁrst GOBs receives a NACK be-
fore being encoded, the successful decoding of each subsequent
GOB depends upon the success of the preceding GOBs. There-
fore, the probability of GOB being successfully decoded is as
follows:
(3.6)
The expected VQM for GOB is shown in (3.7) at the bottom
of the page. The average VQM over a GOP can be computed as
shown in (3.8) at the bottom of the next page.
D. GOB Dependency Modeling
To estimate and , it is es-
sential to model the prediction dependency between GOBs in
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the reference chain. A binary tree is used to model GOB depen-
dency for RPS with NACK mode. Two input parameters are re-
quired to build the dependency tree: packet loss probability
and round-trip time . Fig. 4 illustrates a binary tree for the
possible decoded versions of a GOB and the corresponding ref-
erence GOB selections while using RPS with NACK mode. In
the illustrated example, there are four GOBs and the round-trip
time equals the length of time to capture two GOBs.
A node in the tree represents a decoded version of a GOB in
a video frame. The nodes with hollow circles are those decoded
erroneously while those with solid circle are those decoded cor-
rectly. Branches leaving a node represent the two cases that ei-
ther a packet4 is received erroneously with probability or re-
ceived correctly with probability . For a node whose de-
codedstatusis“Erroneous”,thenumber(inparenthesis)besides
the node represents the last GOB that has been decoded cor-
rectly at the decoder when entering this node; for a node with
“Correct”decodedstatus,thenumber(inbrackets)representsits
reference GOB number. The GOB number between two dashed
lines represents the GOB in transmission. Note that the root
node (labeled with a crossed circle) represents an intra-coded
GOB. Therefore, each time the encoder intra-codes a GOB, the
binary tree will be refreshed.
Toillustratehowthedecodedstatusofanodeisdecided,con-
sider node A (GOB 3). Since the ancestor of node A (node C) is
received correctly, node A (GOB 3) did not receive a NACK
message from the decoder and thus used its parent (node B,
GOB 2) as a reference. Since the decoded status of node B is
“Erroneous,” the decoded status of node A is “Erroneous” as
well. Upon entering node A, the last correctly decoded GOB at
thedecoderisGOB1,therefore,thenumber(inparenthesis)be-
sides node A is 1. Next, consider node D (GOB 4). Since D’s
ancestor2framesback(nodeB,GOB2)isreceivederroneously
(underthe branch),nodeBreceivesaNACKmessagefromthe
decoder, which explicitly requires using GOB 1 as a reference.
Thus, the reference GOB for node B is GOB 1. Furthermore,
node B is under the branch to indicate GOB 4 was cor-
rectlyreceived.Therefore,thedecodedstatusofnodeBis“Cor-
rect.”
E. GOB Dependency Tree Creation
Each node in the GOB dependency tree contains the fol-
lowing information.
￿ Decoded Status: Correct or Erroneous.
￿ Probability of occurrence of this node (decoded version of
a GOB).
￿ LatestGOBthathasbeendecodedcorrectlyatthedecoder
when entering this node (LDC5 for short) - this informa-
4As stated earlier, our model assumes each packet contains one GOB.
5LDC stands for Latest Decoded Correctly
tion is recorded only for a node with “Erroneous” decoded
status.
￿ Reference GOB - this information is recorded only for a
node with “Correct” decoded status.
￿ GOB number in the reference chain.
The creation of the GOB dependency tree begins with a suc-
cessfullydecodedintraGOB.SincenocorrectlydecodedGOBs
are under the branch of the root node, that part of the tree can
be ignored. For each node, the four parameters described above
are determined using the following algorithm.
1. If this node is under the branch:
￿ Its decoded status is set to “Erroneous”;
￿ Its probability is set to: , where
is its parent’s probability;
￿ Its LDC is based upon its parent’s decoded status. If its
parent is decoded correctly, its LDC is set to its parent’s
GOB number; otherwise the LDC is set to its parent’s
LDC;
￿ Its GOB number is set to its parent’s GOB .
2. If this node is under the branch:
￿ Its decoded status is based upon whether its ancestor
frames back is received correctly and the decoded status of
its parent. If its ancestor frames back was received cor-
rectly (no NACK), its parent’s decoded status is checked.
If its parent is decoded correctly, its decoded status is set to
“Correct”, otherwise it is set to “Erroneous.” If its ancestor
framesbackwasnotreceivedcorrectly,itsdecodedstatus
is set to “Correct” since it received a NACK message from
the decoder and used an older, correctly decoded GOB as
a reference.
￿ Its probability is set to: , where
is its parent’s probability;
￿ If its decoded status is “Correct”, its reference GOB is de-
termined based upon the decoded status of its ancestor
framesback.Ifitsancestor framesbackwasreceivedcor-
rectly (no NACK), its reference GOB is set to its parent’s
GOB number. If its ancestor frames back was NOT re-
ceived correctly, its reference GOB is set to its ancestor’s
LDC.
￿ If its decoded status is “Erroneous”, its LDC is determined
based upon the decoded status of its parent. If its parent
was decoded correctly, its LDC is set to its parent’s GOB
number; otherwise it is set to its parent’s LDC.
￿ Its GOB number is set to its parent’s GOB number .
F. Estimate With the GOB Dependency Tree
After building the GOB dependency tree, is estimated in
twosteps.First,theGOBdependencytreeistraversedtoﬁndall
“Correct” nodes with GOB number equal and reference GOB
number . Then the probabilities of each node from step
1 are added together to produce an estimate for .
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Fig. 6. VQM versus RTT with RPS NACK under different loss rates.
Fig. 7. VQM versus RTT with RPS ACK under different loss rates.
IV. MODEL VALIDATION
Simulationexperimentsaredesignedtoverifytheaccuracyof
using these analytical models in predicting video quality under
various network conditions. Comparing performance predicted
bytheanalyticalmodelsagainstsimulatedperformancecanpro-
vide an indication of the accuracy of our analytical models. To
conserve space, only the simulations for RPS NACK are pre-
sented but the RPS ACK results are similar.
The simulations modify the input video sequences based on
the given loss probability and round-trip delay to mimic the ef-
fect of packet loss as well as the change of reference distance
imposed by RPS NACK on the video quality. The modiﬁed
input sequences are encoded using H.264 and the average video
quality in terms of VQM is measured and compared against that
predicted by our analytical models.
In order to simulate the action of the H.264 encoder in re-
sponse to frame loss, the encoder needs to be able to alter the
reference distance in a controllable manner while encoding a
video sequence. One way to achieve this is to modify the H.264
encodertoselectthereferencepicturesspeciﬁedbyusers. How-
ever, this approach is complicated as it involves modifying the
encoder and may result in inaccurate measurements if done in-
correctly.Wetakeanalternativeapproachbychangingtheinput
video sequences as described later in this section, resulting in a
decreased chance of human-induced error with comparable ﬁ-
delity.
The simulations vary round-trip time, loss probability as well
asvideocontents.Foraspeciﬁcvideoclip,fourinputsequences
withdifferentlosspatternsaregeneratedbasedonthegivenloss
probability and round-trip delay. Each modiﬁed input sequence
is encoded using H.264 and the VQM for each encoded video
sequence is measured and compared against the VQM value
predicted by the analytical model. VQM is not built into the
Fig. 8. VQM versus Loss with RPS NACK under different loss rates.
Fig. 9. VQM versus loss with RPS ACK under different loss rates.
Fig. 10. RPS NACK versus ACK with RTT 80 ms.
H.264 encoder, so a VQM measurement tool named VQM-PC
is used6. This VQM tool takes the original and the processed
video clips as input and measures the video quality of the pro-
cessed video clips relative to the original video clips. The re-
sulting VQM score is in the range of (0, 1), where 0 represents
no impairment and 1 represents the maximum impairment. For
better comparisons with PSNR (i.e., higher values are better),
(1-VQM) is used as the quality metric so that a 1 represents the
best quality and 0 represents the worst.
Fig. 5 shows the average VQM values for the simulations
along with the VQM values predicted by the analytical model.
ThevideoclipforthisexperimentisAkiyowhichisalowmotion
video clip. The loss probability is varied from one percent up
to thirty percent and the round-trip time is varied from 80 ms
to 240 ms. For the given loss probability and round-trip delay,
theaverageVQMoverfoursimulationexperimentsispresented
alongwithits95percentconﬁdenceintervalshownwithanerror
6Downloaded from the VQM web site at http://www.its.bldrdoc.gov/n3/
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Fig. 11. RPS NACK versus ACK with RTT 160 ms.
Fig. 12. RPS NACK versus ACK with RTT 400 ms.
Fig. 13. RPS ACK versus RPS NACK by varying quality for locally concealed
GOBs.
bar. The two curves illustrate the VQM values predicted by the
analytical model under varying loss probability and round-trip
delay.Bothcurvesarewithinthe95%conﬁdenceintervalsofall
simulationsamples,indicatingtheVQMvaluespredictedbythe
analytical model are consistent with the simulations results. As
thelossprobabilityincreases,thevarianceisalsoincreasedfrom
0.018 to0.0.22for 80msroundtrip delayand0.024 to0.028for
240 ms round trip delay. Raising the round-trip delay increases
the variance. This is expected since increased round-trip time
produces longer sequences of error propagation.
V. ANALYSIS
This section uses the analytic models presented in the pre-
vious section to analyze RPS performance over a range of net-
work conditions. The analytic experiments select a set of video
clipswithavarietyofmotioncontent.Eachvideosequencecon-
tains 300 video frames captured at a rate of 25 frames/s (fps).
The content of these video clips can be categorized into one of
three approximate groups based on motion/scene complexity:
high, medium and low. Table II provides the approximate con-
tent classiﬁcation for each video clip, with an identifying name
and a brief description of the video content.
The impact of round-trip time on RPS video quality is ex-
amined ﬁrst. Fig. 6 depicts VQM versus round-trip time for one
video(News)encodedwithRPS NACKand GOPsize 22,under
fourlossratesrangingfrom1%to20%.Thequalityforalocally
concealed GOB is 50% of the best quality of a GOB. As round-
trip time increases, in Fig. 6, the video quality (VQM) degrades
for all loss rates. However, the amount of quality degradation is
not uniform. With RPS NACK, video quality under the higher
packet loss rates degrades faster with an increase in round-trip
time than under lower packet loss rates. For RPS NACK, each
transmission error propagates to subsequent frames for a pe-
riod of one round-trip time. Thus, higher packet loss rates in-
duce more frequent GOB error propagation and video quality
degrades more quickly with higher round-trip times. Fig. 7 de-
picts VQM versus round-trip time for a News video encoded
with RPS ACK under the same four loss rates. As the round-trip
time increases the average VQM for videos with RPS ACK de-
grades for all loss rates, similar to RPS NACK. However, unlike
with RPS NACK, RPS ACK videoquality degrades slower with
an increase in round-trip time and higher packet loss rates than
under lower packet loss rates. When the packet loss rate is low,
the major cause of video quality degradation for RPS ACK is
the increased reference distance caused by the round-trip time;
whereas under higher packet loss rates, the video quality degra-
dation for RPS ACK is attributed more to packet loss than to
round-trip time.
The impact of loss rate on RPS video quality is investigated
next. Fig. 8 provides VQM versus loss rate curves for the
News video encoded with RPS NACK for four round-trip times
ranging from 80 ms to 320 ms. As the loss rate increases,
the video quality (VQM) using RPS NACK degrades for all
round-trip times. However, with RPS NACK, video quality
under higher round-trip times degrades faster than does the
video quality under lower round-trip times. With RPS NACK,
larger round-trip time implies longer error propagation periods
that cause video quality to degrade more rapidly. Fig. 9 graphs
VQM versus loss probability curves for a video encoded with
RPS ACK for the same four round-trip times. As loss rate
increases, like RPS NACK, for RPS ACK the video quality
degrades for all round-trip times. However, unlike RPS NACK,
for RPS ACK, the video quality under higher round-trip times
degrades slower than those under lower round-trip times. Under
higher round-trip times, video quality degradation for RPS
ACK is attributed more to the round-trip time than to the packet
loss, whereas under lower round-trip times, packet loss is the
dominant cause of video quality degradation.8 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON MULTIMEDIA
Similar trends were observed for other tested video clips rep-
resenting a variety of motion characteristics, but these results
are omitted to avoid redundancy.
Analysis thus far demonstrates that video quality for RPS
ACK and RPS NACK is affected by round-trip time and packet
loss rate. To make an informed choice about RPS, it is useful
to know the range of packet loss within which RPS NACK per-
forms better than RPS ACK and vise versa, and how this rela-
tionship changes with round-trip time, local concealment and
video content. Figs. 10–12 compare RPS ACK and RPS NACK
by graphing VQM versus packet loss with each ﬁgure having
a different round-trip time. All three experiments again use the
News video clip (the effects of video content is analyzed later).
As shown in Fig. 10 with an 80 ms round-trip time, when the
loss rate is less than 0.044, RPS NACK outperforms RPS ACK
and when the loss rate is larger than 0.044, RPS ACK performs
better thanRPS NACK.When round-trip timeis increased from
80 ms to 160 ms in Fig. 11, the same crossover point is re-
duced from 0.044 to 0.037. In Fig. 12 with a 400 ms round-trip
time, the crossover point is further reduced to 0.032. This con-
ﬁrms that as round-trip time increases, the video quality with
RPS NACK degrades faster than RPS ACK. For RPS NACK,
increased round-trip time produces longer GOB error propaga-
tion; whereas for RPS ACK, increased round-trip time yields
higher GOB reference distances. Increasing error propagation
does more harm to video quality than does increasing reference
distance.
How local concealment affects the crossover point is inves-
tigated further. Fig. 13 shows the crossover points when the
quality for a locally concealed GOB is 90%, 50% and 10% of
the best quality of a GOB respectively with a round-trip time of
160 ms. When the quality for a locally concealed GOB is 90%
of the best quality of a GOB, the packet loss crossover point
is 0.13. When the locally concealed quality is reduced to 50%
of the best quality of a GOB, the crossover point is reduced to
0.037 and further reduced to 0.01 when the locally concealed
quality is reduced to 10% of the best quality of a GOB. This
suggests that RPS NACK outperforms RPS ACK over a wider
range when there is better local concealment.
The relationship between crossover point and round-trip time
for different video content is investigated next. Fig. 14 shows
the quality crossover point versus round-trip time for the six
videos in Table II. For loss rates above the trend-lines, RPS
ACKperformsbetterthanRPSNACKwhileforlossratesbelow
the trend-lines, RPS NACK performs better than RPS ACK. As
round-trip time is increased, the crossover points are lowered
for all videos. This suggests that regardless of the video con-
tent, increasing the error propagation is more harmful to video
qualitythanincreasingreferencedistance.Foraﬁxedround-trip
time, thecrossoverpointsforlow-motionvideos arehigher than
the crossover points for high-motion videos. This implies that
RPS ACK outperform RPS NACK over a wider range of packet
loss rates for high-motion videos than for low-motion videos.
High-motion videos are less sensitive to changes in reference
distance and thus can achieve better video quality with RPS
ACK than can low-motion videos.
Similar trends were observed for videos using PSNR as the
quality metric [9]. Fig. 15 shows crossover point versus round-
Fig.14. Losscross-overpointforlossversusround-triptimeforsixvideoclips
using VQM.
Fig. 15. Loss cross-over point for loss versus round-trip time for two videos
using both PSNR and VQM.
trip time for two videos evaluated with both PSNR and VQM
for quality metrics. Fig. 15 clearly shows that for both videos
the crossover points when using PSNR to measure quality are
higher than when using VQM to measure quality. For instance,
for the News video, when the round-trip time is 200 ms, the
cross-point for PSNR is 0.085, whereas for VQM, the cross-
point is 0.04. Hence, the range of loss rates where RPS NACK
outperforms RPS ACK is smaller when using VQM to predict
quality than when using PSNR to predict quality. This implies
that VQM, a metric designed to incorporate both temporal and
spatial aspects of video, is more sensitive to loss than PSNR, a
metric that captures only spatial degradations in video.
Finally, the RPS models are used to investigate the impact of
the GOP length on video quality. Fig. 16 depicts VQM versus
GOPlengthfor a videoencoded withRPS NACK for round-trip
times ranging from 80 ms to 320 ms, as well as a video with
no repair. The loss rate for this experiment is 0.05. Below a
GOP length of 5, video quality increases in all cases. After the
GOP length reaches 5, quality for the video without RPS de-
grades due to error propagation. With RPS NACK, when the
round-trip time is 80 ms, quality increases and becomes asymp-
totically steady. When round-trip times are 160 ms, 240 ms and
320 ms, quality slightly decreases and becomes asymptotically
steady. For all GOP lengths, videos with RPS NACK perform
no worse than videos without RPS, and RPS NACK performs
betterforlowerround-triptimesthanforhigherround-triptimes
since higher round-trip times introduce longer periods of error
propagation. The results shownin Fig.16 can be compared with
those in [13], which studied the impact of the choice of GOP on
video quality for MPEG video and Forward Error Correction
(FEC) repair. The results in Fig. 16, that GOP lengths larger
than 5 have diminishing returns, are similar to the result in [13]WANG et al.: MODELING RPS AND EVALUATING VIDEO REPAIR WITH VQM 9
Fig. 16. VQM versus GOP length with RPS NACK.
Fig. 17. VQM versus GOP length with RPS ACK.
despite different video encoding (H.264 versus MPEG) and dif-
ferent repair methods (RPS versus FEC).
Fig. 17 depicts VQM versus GOP length for a video encoded
with RPS ACK for the same four round-trip times. As GOP
lengthincreases,qualityincreasesforvideoswithRPSACK for
all round-trip times shown. Since RPS ACK uses intra-coding
before any frames are acknowledged, the quality for the ﬁrst
partoftheGOPremainsconstantandincreasesonlyafterACKs
are received by the encoder. For all GOP lengths, RPS ACK
performs better under lower round-trip times than under higher
round-trip times since RPS ACK under higher round-trip times
has to use older frames as references for prediction. It is worth
noting that below a certain GOP size, videos without repair per-
form better than videos with RPS ACK for repair. For instance,
when the round-trip time is 80 ms and GOP length is below 5,
videos without RPS have better quality than videos with RPS
ACK. Videos without RPS always use the previous GOB as
reference and rely on intra coding to stop error propagation.
WhentheGOPlengthissmall,errorpropagationcanbequickly
stopped, whereas RPS ACK always uses older frames as refer-
ences. Therefore, when the loss rate is low and the GOP length
issmall,videoswithoutRPSoutperformvideoswithRPSACK.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper compares RPS NACK and RPS ACK under var-
ious network conditions and video content using two analytical
models. Our models characterize RPS NACK and RPS ACK,
incorporating the impact of reference distance on video quality,
prediction dependency among GOBs in the reference chain and
GroupofPicture(GOP)length.Givenavarietyofnetworkchar-
acteristics including packet-loss rate, round-trip time, capacity
constraints, and measured video quality derived from earlier
empirical studies, the models predict average video quality for
videoswithRPSACKandRPSNACK.Validationthroughsim-
ulation suggests the models accurately predict video quality.
Analytic experiments over a range of loss rates, round-trip
times and video content using the models show the quality of
video with RPS ACK is more sensitive to round-trip times,
whereas the quality of video with RPS NACK is more sensitive
to packet loss. For a given round-trip time, the loss rate where
RPS ACK performs better than RPS NACK is higher for low
motion videos than it is for high motion videos. Videos with
RPS NACK perform no worse than videos without RPS for
all GOP lengths. However, below certain GOP lengths, videos
without RPS perform better than videos with RPS ACK. For
some small GOP lengths and high round-trip times, videos with
RPS ACK actually perform worse than videos with no repair.
In general, better methods of local concealment increase the
range where RPS NACK outperforms RPS ACK.
Rather than rely upon PSNR, a metric that captures only
spatial degradations in video, our models predict video quality
using VQM, a metric designed to incorporate temporal as well
as spatial aspects of video. Overall, the experimental results
using VQM yield trends similar to results when PSNR is used,
except the experiments presented indicate that VQM is more
sensitive to network loss than PSNR.
There are two other popular feedback based error control
techniques: selective retransmission [14] and intra update [3].
Future work could develop analytical models for these two
error control techniques and compare them with RPS under var-
ious network conditions and video content. Future work could
also do further evaluation comparing RPS to alternative repair
techniques under additional bandwidth and other network con-
straints, as well as investigate scalable coding in conjunction
with RPS. Other future work could build a videoconference
system that automatically adapts to the best RPS mode (ACK
or NACK) depending upon the network conditions and video
content.
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